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A great deal of turmoil has
happened in the world since the
last magazine and I sincerely
hope if any of your loved ones
were involved in the Iraq war
they remain safe and well. No
matter what our views on the
issue, how proud we must all 
be of the men and women who
served in the conflict. 

Sars too has had great impact
and certainly made it quieter
within my travel clinic, although
people are now beginning to
regain confidence and travel
again. I also recently travelled

after not having been out of the
country for several years, I have
certainly made up for it in 2003! 

This time it was for work 
purposes in New York, but I just
managed to find some time for a
bit of sightseeing and retail thera-
py! We went to see the Statue of
Liberty, although due to security
risks couldn’t go inside. Ground
Zero was a sad experience and 
it was hard to imagine just how 
tall the twin towers had been 
and the devastation that was
caused on September 11th. One
novelty was the offer of a facial
makeup as soon as one stepped
inside a large store. I managed 
to experience this not only in
Bloomingdales but Saks as well, 
a great giggle to have done and 
it saved time getting ready to go
out in the evenings! 

One morning I ventured 
into a local diner with three girl
friends for breakfast. While tuck-
ing into syrup and pancakes,
Barry Manilow walked in and 
sat at the table next to ours. We
are all of the generation to have
listened to his music quite avidly
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Jane Chiodini.

with one ‘true fan’ in our midst.
She was bold enough to ask for a
photograph, he politely declined
although gave us each an auto-
graph. Had this not happened 
a month ago, we may not have
had such an experience, as I read
in the news this week that he
walked into his bedroom wall
breaking his nose and in the
process rendering himself un-
conscious for four hours. Perhaps
I’ll put my craft skills into action
and make him a ‘Get Well’ card
this evening!

Time moves on and of this 
I was starkly reminded when I
reviewed the picture of me in
previous magazines which was
taken quite some time ago! So 
I felt you should see a current 
portrait, reflective of the changes
motherhood brings - not that I
would change my two children
for the world.

Hoping you all enjoy a good
summer.



3D Découpage
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The first layer of each design is a full print,
this is not shown in the instructions. Sticky fixer
pads are too large as they come and should be
cut into about eight pieces or smaller where 
necessary.

On all of the diagrams the White lines show
where to cut and the Red or Blue lines show
where to glue. Due to lack of space ‘sticky fix’ 
or ‘sticky fixer’ has been abbreviated to ‘fix’ or
‘fixer’ where necessary.

1. Cut out parts shown. Cut along top shelf, fold
these cut pieces gently down along the line of

picture before fixing the whole
top into place. Cut between
two lower drawers and fix 
bottom drawer into place. Cut
between the other two drawers
cutting around the bottle and
through all other items. Fix 
top drawer into place. Place
three fixer pieces on the centre
drawer, then another three on
top of each of these to add
extra depth then fix into place.

2. Cut out parts shown. Fix top
bow into place gluing ribbon.
Cut elephant legs and face,

bend hind leg and face up a 
little and fix them and tail into
place. Cut doll between hat rib-
bon and face and cut the arms
as shown. Bend arms up and
fix doll into place gluing head
as shown. Fix bottom drawer
handles into place gluing the
extra top bits behind the centre
drawer from previous layer.
Cut items in the drawer in
three places marked, fix into
place tucking the extra piece at
ted’s tum under previous layer
and glue in two places shown.

3. Cut out parts shown. Fix the
two bows, feet and bottle top.
Cut between elephant ear and
bow, fix bow and ear into place
gluing ear. Cut the towel and
gently curve the small side
down, fix into place and glue.
Cut between head and arm on
teddy and fix into place. Cut
the yellow cover in two places
shown, bend the top bit of the
large piece down at the cut 
and sticky fix both into place.

of the picture. Cut around the
body of the purple toy where
shown. Fix the whole top into
place and glue the mirror
where shown. Cut between
two bottom drawers and fix
lower one into place. Cut
between top two drawers cut-
ting through all the items. Fix
top drawer into place. Place
three fixer pieces on the centre
drawer, then another three on
top of each of these to add
extra depth then fix into place.

2. Cut out parts shown. Fix all
bits above the drawers into
place. Fix lower drawer knobs
into place gluing the extra top
bits behind the centre drawer
from previous layer. Cut items
in the drawer in the six places
shown and between the ears 
of the bunny, gently curve the
front ear up. To accentuate the
depth between the other items,
either curve up or down at
each cut as appropriate. Fix all
into place tucking the two extra
bits of drawer top under the

previous layer. Glue towel and
green ‘leg’ where shown. 

3. Cut out parts shown. Fix 
the bows, purple face, teddy
feet and cuff into place. Fix the
green ‘leg’ into place gluing 
the top extra bit behind the 
previous layer. Cut between 
the bunny bib and face, the 
bib and paw, the face and 
paw. Fix into place and glue
where shown.

Materials Required:
P.V.A. Craft adhesive.
Scissors or knife.
Cutting mat.
Sticky fixers.
3D Découpage paper DC267 to DC274.
Card mount: AP48U or G.

1. Cut out parts shown. Cut top shelf where
shown. Fold the cut pieces down along the line
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1. Cut out parts shown. Cut
possessions in the four places
shown. Fix into place and glue
in the five places shown. 

2. Cut out parts shown. Cut
between the elephant and 
mattress. Cut legs and mouth
as shown. Curve belly, back 
leg and bottom jaw down and
fix the elephant into place. Cut

between boxes and mattress 
in the two places shown. Cut
between the books and box,
books and plant, and between
the picture and sink. Sticky 
fix the cupboard and crate into
place and glue. Fix and glue
the sink. Sticky fix the rest into
place and glue the three places
shown.

3. Cut out parts shown. Glue
the tusk at the end only, don’t
sticky fix. Sticky fix the ear and
glue where shown. If the edge
of ribbon looks a bit white,
place it face down on some
paper and colour the back of 
it with a grey felt tip (it really
smartens up the edge)! Place a
little bit of sticky fixer on the
bow and glue both ends.

1. Cut out parts shown and
sticky fix into place using 
tiny pieces of fixer at regular
intervals round the lace border.

2. Cut out parts shown. Cut
between the flowers and dress,
and between the dress and
apron where shown. Fix the
girl into place and glue the
dress where shown. Fix the
basket into place. Use tiny 
bits of fixer on the lace border
placing one every third picot
for a secure fix.

3. Cut out parts shown. Fix the
apron strings, sleeve, flowers,
shoes and bow into place. Cut
between the hat and hair, sticky
fix the hair into place and glue
top as shown. Carefully bend
the brim of the hat up where 
it joins the ribbon and glue 
into place by the ribbon only,
without using a sticky fixer.

1. Cut out parts shown. Cut
between the cottages following
down around the gate as
shown. Cut between the roofs
and wall on both cottages, cut-
ting through the girl as shown.
Cut along the top edge of the
fence where  shown. Placement
of some of the sticky fixers 
is important so put one on 
each Green dot and then as
required for the rest of the

design. Glue where shown 
then sticky fix into place.

2. Cut out parts shown and fix
the cat into place. Cut the back
arm, neck and apron where
shown. Fix the girl into place
and glue the waist, dress hem
and shoulder where shown. 
Fix the lace border into place
using tiny bits of pad every
third picot to give a secure fix.

3. Cut out the parts shown. 
Fix the bow into place. Gently
bend the hat brim up where it
joins the ribbon and glue by 
the ribbon without using a
sticky fixer pad. Cut between
the arm and basket then sticky
fix into place and glue the
shoulder and basket where
shown.
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2. Cut out parts shown. Cut
between the body and shell
where shown. Cut the mouth
and between the hat and head
as shown. Gently curve the 
face up, sticky fix the body 
into place and glue bottom as
shown. Fix the shell into place.
Gently fold the brim of the hat
up then sticky fix the hat into
place.

3. Cut out the parts shown.
Sticky fix the hat flowers into
place. Cut between the leaf and
flower, curve the petals by the
leaf gently up and sticky fix
into place tucking the extra
stem under the previous layer.

1. Cut out parts shown. Cut
between shelf and mouse and
pot. Bend each shelf on the line
of the picture, fix into place
keeping the pads to the front 
of shelf. Cut between the large
pot and it’s rim where shown.
Fix other items into place and,
glue pot where shown.

2. Cut out parts shown. Fix the
flower, leaves and watering
can on top shelf. Cut between
pot and it’s rim, and book and

leaves on centre shelf. Fix pot
base and top with book into
place and glue pot as shown.
Cut around leaves in large pot
bending each cut leaf up then
fix into place. Cut between
mouse and front flowers and
cut top of leg. Fix mouse into
place and glue leg and feet. 
Set aside flowers to use later.

3. Cut out parts shown. Fix the
six flowers from large pot into
place. Cut between flowers and

book and fix flowers into place.
Make a gentle fold where the
spine joins the cover and fix
into place tucking the corner of
the book under pot of previous
layer. Cut between body and
head and arms and body.
Sticky fix into place gluing
where shown. Fix flowers from
last layer into place and fix
those from this layer over
them. Sticky fix pot rim and
glue at both ends.

1. Cut out parts shown. Cut
between back strawberry and
punnet. Gently curve cut edge
of strawberry down and fix
into place, sticky fix the rest
into place.

2. Cut out parts shown. Cut
along top of punnet and
between ear and punnet. Cut
top strawberries in two places
shown and curve back one

down. Cut between back paw
and leg and strawberry. Fix
into place and glue, strawber-
ries, punnet, paw and bottom
strawberry where shown.

3. Cut out parts shown. cut
between handle and label, fix
label into place. Cut between
handle and strawberry. Cut
between stalks and strawber-
ries and leaf and strawberry.

Lift the stalks where cut and fix
the strawberries into place glu-
ing where shown. Fix handle
into place and glue by label.
Cut between head and body of
mouse, fix head into place. Cut
between body and paw, fix into
place and glue tummy. Glue 
all stalks into place by centres
only and lift points when dry.
Tie black cotton from handle
through hole in tag if desired. 

1. Cut out parts shown and
sticky fix into place.



Summer Rose
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By Hilary Broad

Materials Required:
Habotai 8 Silk 12cm x 12cm.
Silk painting frame and pins.
White paper and masking Tape.
Vanishing marker pen.
Tube of Black gutta.
Small paintbrush.
Artists palette or an old saucer.
Silk paints: Red and Green.
UHU All purpose glue (black top).
Card mounts: AP52U-30, White 
and AP03U-18, Deep Red.

To Make The Card:
Wash and iron the piece of silk to

remove any treatment that may have
been applied to it then press with an
iron until perfectly flat.

Make sure you have plenty of time
before starting the next stage as the pen
lines will disappear after approximately
2 hours. 

Place the silk over the diagram on 
the following page, hold in place with 
a little masking tape and trace over the
lines using the vanishing marker pen. 

Stretch the silk across the frame and use three
point frame pins to hold it in place if you have
them, if not standard single point drawing pins
will do. You can use an embroidery hoop instead
of a frame if you like but bear in mind that paints
can be quite messy and may stain the wood if
they come into contact with it. An old margarine
or ice cream tub is also a good alternative.

Go over the lines using black gutta squeezed
directly from the tube. It is usually worth practic-
ing this on a spare piece of silk until the gutta
flows evenly from the tube or you may get an
uneven or gappy line. Check there are no gaps 
in the line then allow the gutta to dry completely
before painting.

Paint the rose in red mixed with a very little
water, an artists palette is ideal for this but you
can use an old saucer or plastic lid. Apply a
small drop of the mixture to the centre of a petal
and allow to spread to the gutta line. 

While the paint is still damp, apply a small
amount of plain water or very dilute paint to
make a highlight within the petal. To get a really
strong highlight, paint the highlight area with
plain water first, then apply deeper colour to the
area around it. Remember that once the paint is
dry you cannot change it or add highlights.

Continue painting all the petals in the same
way, use the photo to guide you if you are not
sure where to put highlights on the individual
petals.
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Use green for the leaves, applying highlights
with water as needed. Mix the green paint with
a little more water to make the paler green
background. 

Use shades similar to the petals and leaves
for the red and green border around the edge 
of the design. Be sure to mix enough paint to
work all the way round as re-mixing always
results in a slight colour change.

Once the painting is complete, allow to dry
naturally. Not all paints use the same method
for fixing so follow the instructions on the 
packet for the type of paints you have.

Trim the silk leaving a 1cm border all round
the design and place face up on a flat surface.
Cut the end flaps off the square white card
mount and discard them. Apply a thin line 
of glue round the back of the aperture, hold 
it over the work and lower onto the design
aligning it centrally in the aperture, press 
firmly until it is stuck.

Cut a 12cm square of white paper, glue
round the edge and stick over the back of the
design, this will give you a white background 
so the colour from the main card does not show
through and degrade the painting. Mount the
design into the red oblong card in the usual way. 

The square card has a slightly smaller aper-
ture than the oblong one so ‘double mounting’
the design allows a small edge of white to show
in the aperture giving a little extra contrast and 
a very attractive finish.

Actual Size



Cream Combinations
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By Judey Lindsay

Materials Required:
Natural Brown corrugated paper: COR05-10.
Fancy edge ‘wave’ scissors:
Sticky fixers.
Gold Label stickers: Happy Birthday XL037U-01
(similar).
Tracing paper and pencil.
Parch Marque Cream card: 10cm x 10cm.
Card Mount SF03U-10 Parch Marque Cream.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over the diagram and

trace the design. Turn the tracing paper over 
and re-trace the design onto the spare piece of
cream card then cut out the fish.

Cut the top, bottom and open side of the card
mount using the wave scissors. Cut the corrugat-
ed to 8.5cm square also using the wave scissors
to match the card.

Place pieces of sticky fixer on the back of the
square panel and stick it onto the card with the
top and sides of the card mount showing by an
equal amount around it.

Put pieces of sticky fixer onto the back of 
the fish and mount onto the panel. Cut two small
circles from the scraps of cream left over from
cutting the fish. Using tiny pieces of sticky fixer
mount the bubbles onto the panel above the fish.
Add a peel off greeting to finish.

Below right is a variation on this idea using
the same colour scheme along with a bird dia-
gram for tracing.
You can change
the sticker to 
suit the occasion
if necessary.

Actual Size Actual Size



Best Fishes!
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By Mel Burns

Materials Required:
Fimo: Bright Blue, Turquoise and Translucent.
Fish shaped cutter (optional).
A 7mm joggle eye.
Tracing paper and a pencil.
Fine tipped Black marker pen. 
Cream Parch Marque card 9cm x 9cm.
UHU Glue (black top).
Card mount: DE09U-27, Bright Blue.

To Make The Card:
Glue the cream card behind the aperture and

glue the card mount closed.
With clean hands, knead a walnut sized piece

of translucent fimo until pliable then roll into a
short sausage.

Knead pea sized pieces of bright blue and
turquoise, and roll them into sausages keeping
them apart. Washing your hands between
colours will help to keep them pure. 

Put the three coloured sausages together
keeping the translucent between the colours 
at this point so they don’t touch. Work the
sausages, rolling them together only once or
twice until slightly mixed for the best effect.

Roll out onto a clean, dry, flat surface to
approximately 2mm thick, I use an empty felt
tipped pen barrel as a rolling pin.

If you have a fish cutter, cut out the fish 
placing the marbled stripes to best advantage
within the fish shape. 

If you don’t have 
a cutter, trace the fish
from the diagram and
cut it out. Place the
tracing over the fimo
using the marbled
stripes to best effect
for the fish. Cut the
fimo round the traced
shape. 

You may prefer to make a card template from
the diagram, it will be easier to cut round and is
re-usable, a great advantage if you want to make
several cards. If you are making several fish, bear
in mind that as you re-roll the fimo, the marbling
will become less noticeable. So making several
small marbled batches is usually better than one
large batch. Bake the fimo following the instruc-
tions on the packet and allow to cool.

Glue the fish onto the centre of the cream card
and the eye onto the fish using UHU glue (super
glue is better for protecting the eye against any
knocks it may get, but it needs a great deal of
care whilst using).

Using a fine black pen draw small wriggly
lines for the sea and a few bubbles coming from
the fish, I have added a little shell as well. Finally
add the Best Fishes! (or wording of your choice)
under the aperture.

Actual Size



Three Today!
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By Louise McSweeney

Materials Required:
2 Pieces of Yellow card 3.5cm x 14cm.
Blue card 11cm x 16cm and 4cm x 6cm.
Gold label stickers: XL132U-02 (similar).
Sparkly glitter glue, slightly 3D: GLI52.
3D Plastic stars: Red and Silver.
Sequin dazzle dots: SEQ06.
Sticky fixers.
UHU Glue (black top).
Deckle edge scissors.
Tracing paper, pencil and ruler.
Card mount: DF03U-25, Parchment Blue.

To Make The Card:
Using the deckle scissors cut the large

piece of blue card to fit onto the centre
flap of the card mount leaving a 4mm
border all round and glue into place.
Peel and stick the happy birthday letters onto
this panel.

Place the
card mount
face down,
score and
fold each 
of the side
flaps in half
towards you
as shown.
Turn the
card over
and fold along the pre-scored lines keeping the
front flaps folded as well. Glue a yellow panel
onto the front surface of each of the folded flaps.

Squeeze a line of glitter glue round the edges
of both panels adding dots of glitter glue to 
decorate as desired. 

Trace the large number 3, turn the tracing
paper over onto a blue piece of card. Retrace
over the lines to transfer them and cut out the
number. Cut a sticky fixer into pieces small

enough not to show behind
the number and stick onto
the card at an angle. Squeeze
a line of glitter glue along
the middle of the number
and add the lettering
beneath it. 

To make the card for an
older or younger child trace
one of the numbers from the
diagram on the following
page and retrace as described for the number 3. 

The numbers on my diagram on the next 
page are simply typed on the computer using a
very large font size, a bold font works best as it
gives you plenty of area within the number for
decorating. If you have a computer why not try
typing your own. Then if you print out onto
coloured card you can simply cut out, decorate
and stick into place - no need for tracing at all. 

If your printer will only take paper, glue a
piece of thin card behind the number before 
cutting it out for added stiffness.

Actual Size
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Continue decorating the 
card using tiny peel off motifs,
sequin dots, 3D stars or any
other decorative pieces you
have available. 

This way of folding the card
also gives very effective results
turned sideways. It looks almost
like two long thin cards, one
above the other.

For this card I have used 
yellow Gold Label stickers on
deep green panels, the card
mount is Vanguard Violet. The
train pieces are stuck onto pur-
ple foam rubber and cut round
before sticking on with double
sided tape.

The only differences with
using the card this way up are
firstly that you have to stick the open (top) edge
of the top folded panel to the card behind it so it
cannot flap open. 

Secondly the card needs a little ‘stand’ at the
back to hold it upright or it will fall over. I made
the stand from a folded piece of card as shown
by the diagram on the right. Simply fold where
shown and attach to the back of the card with
double sided tape aligning the lower edges.

Actual Size



Fashion Show
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By Jenny Higham
To make these designs I traced the figures

from photographs. This idea works particularly
well with old photographs but there is no reason
why a contemporary picture cannot be used.
Photos from magazines are also a good source,
the most important thing is to keep the image
simple.

Materials Required:
Scraps of Natural, Tan and Brown coloured 
hand made papers.
Scraps of Very Light Cream paper.
Scrap of Gold holographic card.
Black mulberry paper.
Old newspaper.
Silver half gem.
Tracing paper and pencil.
Carbon paper.
Brown fine tipped felt pen.
P.V.A. Craft adhesive.
Card mount: AP10U-35, Black.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over the diagram 

and trace all the pieces. You can use any natural
coloured, brown or tan papers for the different
elements within the picture. Most of the pieces 
I have used are wood effect papers however,
magazines are a great source of pictures from
wooden furniture to patterned fabrics, all of
which can give fantastic results. 

Slip the carbon paper between the tracing 
and appropriate brown paper, keep the paper
face down so the lines will be on the back.
Retrace over the lines to transfer them. Use 
the very light cream for any flesh tones.

Assemble the pieces gluing them into place 
as you go, you will notice there are large over-
laps on many pieces to allow for this, use the
assembly diagram to help with accurate placing

Actual Size
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of the pieces. Begin with the main body piece
and build up onto it. Add the face and then the
hair. Next add the left arm gluing by the shoul-
der only then add the dress tucking it under 
the left forearm.

Glue on the right forearm. Add the wooden
pole, tucking it under the left forearm and plac-
ing it so the right elbow is just resting on the 
top. Add the shawl over the shoulder. Glue on
the bangle cut from gold holographic card and
stick the half gem onto the shawl at the shoulder.

The background to this design is made from
black mulberry with embedded newspaper
scraps. You can make your own easily enough.

Tear up a few scraps of newspaper so they are a
suitable size. Place the scraps of newspaper face
down onto a sheet of newsprint and rub them
over the surface, this will dirty the whiteness 
of the background so it does not look as stark.
Using a damp tissue, blot the edges of the news-
paper, gently pull away fragments of the damp
paper to soften the edges. Glue the newspaper
pieces onto the black mulberry paper.

If you are going to rubber stamp and emboss
a greeting onto the card, do it before mounting
your design in case the heat affects the wood
papers.

Glue the background into the card on the flap
behind the aperture. Glue the figure onto the
background by the lower body and pole only
allowing the rest to keep a little more separation
from the background then glue the card closed.

Here are two other examples. I made these 
by tracing from photographs and used different
wood effect and patterned papers.

Actual Size



Summer Bouquet
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By Beryl Ormston

Materials Required:
2mm Quilling paper: Pale Pink, Pink and 
Deep Pink.
3mm Quilling paper: Deep Pink, Purple and 
Pale Green.
10mm Quilling paper: White and Deep Pink.
Scraps of Lilac and Mid Blue paper.
Butterfly paper punch.
Tweezers.
Quilling tool.
P.V.A. Craft adhesive.
Card mount: AP70R-56, Textura Ivory.

To Make The Card:

Background Flowers:
Using small pieces of

2mm wide paper 1 to
2cm in length make lots
of open coils as shown
(centre enlarged to show
detail) in all three shades
of pink, don’t glue the
ends of the coils. You
may prefer to roll these
with fingers rather than a tool to get nice tight
centres and avoid the coils being too big.

Glue the card mount closed and using the
assembly diagram overleaf to guide you, glue 
the coils directly into the aperture to make the
tall background flowers. Continue them under-
neath the top fringed flower but not under the
lower one. 

As the pieces are small and fiddly the easiest
way to stick them onto the card is as follows. 
Put a little glue onto an old saucer or on a spare
piece of card. Pick up each coil in turn with a
pair of fine tweezers, dip the bottom into the
glue and place on the card. The coils should be
placed in a random way so they are all different
ways up, some of them will uncurl a little, this
will add to the floral effect.

Leaves: 
Make 10 of these

using 3mm pale green
paper in three different
sizes as follows. 

Make 5 using 1⁄4
lengths, 3 using 1⁄8 lengths and 2 using a 1⁄2 length.
Wind a coil onto the quilling tool, remove from
the tool and drop it onto the work surface to
allow it to unroll a little. Glue the end then pinch
the coil at opposite sides pushing them towards
each other slightly to shape.

Looped Leaf:
Make 1 of these using a short length of 3mm

pale green paper using the side loop method as
shown. The diagram is the correct size for the
leaf.
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1. Make a loop in one end of the paper. 2. Fold
the end round to the right and make a small loop
at the right hand side. 3. Fold the end round to
the left and make a small loop at the left hand
side. Cut off the excess paper and glue the end 
to keep in shape.

Pink Daisies: 
Make 2 of these, using

a 1⁄2 length of 3mm purple
and a 1⁄2 length of 10mm
deep pink. Snip into one
edge of the deep pink strip
cutting to about half way 
through to make a fringe
as shown. 

Put a dab of glue onto
one end of the fringe as
shown and join one end of
the purple on to it. 

Starting at the purple
end, wind the paper onto
the tool, continue winding
the pink on then glue the
end of the paper. 

Remove the flower
from the tool and gently
fold out the fringe petals.

Large Flower:
Make 1 of these, using a 1⁄2 length of 10mm

white for the centre and 1⁄4 lengths of 3mm deep
pink for each petal. 

Petals:
Make 5 of these. Make 

a loose coil and glue the
end. Gently press the tool
handle into one edge of the coil to make into a
crescent shape.

Centre:
Use a 1⁄2 length of 10mm

white and cut a fringe as
before. 

Roll into a tight peg
and glue the end. Gently
bend out the fringe to
make the flower centre.

Glue the 5 petals in 
a circle then glue the
white fringe flower into
the centre.

Assemble the flowers
and leaves onto the card
using the assembly dia-
gram to guide you. Add the lower deep pink
fringe flower first then the top one. The top
flower is glued onto the background flowers 
to give it a little extra height so it overlaps the
lower one nicely.

Next add the leaves, the three smallest leaves
are glued onto the background flowers as well.
Finally add the large pink and white flower.

Punch two butterflies from pretty paper and
add them to the card, gluing them on by their
bodies only to leave the wings free. Bend the
wings up slightly to give a more 3D effect.

Actual Size



Beautiful Beading
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By Grace Kirk
I found a supply of these lovely plastic

grasses and bulrushes with foam heads, if
you can’t get hold of them why not try using
thin strips of card and use accent beads over
double sided tape for the bulrush heads.

Materials Required:
Foam Shapes: FRS32 dragonflies and 
FRS34 butterflies.
Plain grass and grass with foam tips.
Accent beads: ACB10 Verdigris Mix.
Seed beads or similar small beads in 
shades of your choice.
Bugle beads in a matching colour.
A clean sheet of paper.
Beading or milliners needle.

Strong fine beading thread.
Wooden leaf.
10cm Square of paper, colour to tone with beads.
A sticky fixer.
Double sided tape.
P.V.A. Craft adhesive.
Card mount: SF06U, colour to match your 
colour scheme.

To Make The Card:
The dragonflies are all made in roughly the same

way but little differences add to the natural effect, so
follow the instructions but change any details you
like between them as you stitch.
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The dragonflies are beaded starting at the
head and stitching through the foam shape from
the back. Knot the thread and bring the needle
through to the front of the head close to the point
where it joins the body.

Heads are
made either from
three small seed
beads in a darker
shade than the
main beads so
they stand out or a
single 4mm bead. 

For the seed
bead method take
the needle through
a dark bead and
back through the
foam. Bring the needle back up again to one side
of the head, stitch though another dark bead,
back through the foam then come up at the other
side of the head to stitch the third bead. Fill any
of the head foam still showing with beads in
your chosen colour stitching them in the same
way. Finish just below the head in the centre.

For the 4mm bead method simply pass the
needle through the bead, then through the foam
close to the top of the
head. Pass the needle
through the bead and
foam once more for
added strength. Bring
the needle back up in
the centre of the body
close to the head.

Thread three or 
four bugles onto the
thread and take the
needle down through
the foam at the bottom
of the abdomen. Using
four beads this will be
within 1-2mm of the
end but higher up for
three beads, test them
for length before pass-
ing the needle through
the foam.

Bring the needle
back up where the last and next to last bugle
bead join and make a stitch across the thread that
passes through them (in other words, couch
them). Repeat with the remaining one or two
joins between beads and bring the needle back

up just underneath the
head and to the right. 

Bead the right hand
of the body using
backstitch, i.e. bring
the needle through the
bottom of the bead, 
out the top and down
through the foam.
Bring the needle up
through the foam, into
the bottom of the next bead and out the top, 
and so on. 

When you reach the bottom of the body pass
the needle back through all of the beads in the
row, down through the foam at the top and pull
to tighten and neaten the row.

Bring the needle back out through the foam 
at the left hand side of the body close to the 
neck and work the other side of the body in the
same way.

The rows of beads on the wings are worked 
in just the same way, use a different shade of
beads for the inside row on each wing to add
contrast and detail.
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Glue the large square of paper centrally onto
the card mount to make a background. Place a
little double sided tape at the bottom left corner
of the card just outside the background paper.
Place the grasses and bulrushes with their ends
on the tape at an angle across the card. Cut a
sticky fixer to fit behind the wooden leaf without
showing, but still keeping it as large as possible.
Stick the fixer onto the back of the leaf and place
over the ends of the grasses. 

Fold a clean sheet of paper in half, crease it
and unfold it again then place the card onto it.
Put an area of glue along the bottom edge of the
background paper, and sprinkle the verdigris
accent beads over it. Make sure all the glue is
covered with beads then tip the excess beads off
the card onto the paper beneath. Pour these back
into the container using the fold in the paper to
funnel them.

Glue the backs of the dragonflies and place
onto the card as desired. It looks good if you 
tuck the dragonfly behind some grass and over
the top of others where appropriate. Place the
work under a heavy book until the glue is 
thoroughly dry.

Butterflies
The same basic

method is used for
beading the butter-
flies. They have just
one bugle bead for the
body and extra bands
of beads on the wings
which are alternated,
dark and pale colours.

I have used rubber stamped and embossed
leaves for the backgrounds to all the butterfly
designs shown here, toning
them with the colours in the
rest of the design for a pretty,
delicate effect.

Tips For Beading:
1. Each dragonfly/butterfly
uses a lot of thread. End and
restart the thread in the middle
of the body to avoid unsightly
ends showing on the finished
design.
2. Don’t be tempted to use very
long lengths of thread, 30-45cm
(12” to 18”) is about right.

3. You can almost always straighten and tighten
lines of beads by bringing the thread through the
whole row, this will strengthen the row as well.
4. Some beads may have very small holes pre-
venting you from passing the needle through
again once there is already a thread running
through.
5. Use a lap top tray or similar to keep the beads
on, it’s much easier to pick them up from a tray
than out of a container.



Dolphin Duo
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By Vivienne Baker

Materials Required:
Shiny Blue card 2 pieces 10cm x 13cm: CH013.
White card 2 pieces 4cm x 11cm.
1 Pair of 7mm wobbly eyes: TRM04.
Tracing paper, pencil and ruler.
Pastel Blue gel pen: GEL21.
2 Sticky fixers and UHU clear adhesive 
(black top): ADH01.
Card mount: SF03U-35, Black.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over the diagram

below and trace the blue section of the dolphin.
Move tracing paper to trace the white section
onto a new area, trace all the way to the dotted
line so the white will fit behind the blue when
you come to assemble the pieces.

Place the tracing paper with the blue section
over each piece of blue card in turn and retrace
over the lines pressing firmly to indent the card
beneath. Place the tracing paper with the white
section over each piece of white card in turn and
retrace over the lines as before then cut out all
the pieces.

Make two dolphins, run a line of glue onto
the back of the blue card within the section
shown as overlapping on the diagram. Place the

blue card over the white overlapping as shown.
With the card mount unfolded lightly mark

the centre along the top and bottom of the front
panel. Place the ruler against the marks and
pressing firmly with an empty ball point pen 
(or embossing tool) indent a line for folding. 
Fold the card as normal then fold the front flap
in half towards the centre fold.

Cut a sticky fixer into three and place the
pieces onto the reverse of one dolphin, open the

card mount and stick the
dolphin onto the inside back
flap using the photo as a
guide to position. Close the
card with the front flap still
folded, cut a sticky fixer in
half and place onto the back
of the dolphin keeping 
to the back and tail area.
Position the dolphin exactly
over the first one and press
into place. Glue one wobbly
eye onto each dolphin. 

Neatly write the Happy
Birthday wording using the
pastel blue gel pen.

Actual Size



Treasure Island
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By Paula Sims

Materials Required:
Blue mulberry paper 
20cm x 8cm: M15A4.
Bright Blue thin card 9cm x 20cm.
Coloured paper: Yellow 
4.5cm x 20cm and scraps of 
Gold, Deep Red, White and 
three shades of Green.
Scraps of Brown kraft paper.
Paper ribbler.
Tracing paper and a pencil.
Fine tipped Black pen.
Deckle edged scissors.
White typing correction fluid.
P.V.A. Craft adhesive and sticky fixers.

Card mount: SF01U-61 Textura Bright
White.

To Make The Card:
Using a fine tipped black pen and

ruler draw a border onto the front of the
card mount measuring 8mm in from 
the edge all round.

Cut the blue mulberry paper to
193mm x 80mm so it fits exactly inside
the border at the sides and glue into
place just below the top line.

Cut the blue card to 193mm wide
then using the deckle edge scissors cut
into three 3cm wide strips. Using the
typing correction fluid (or white ink)
paint a wide jagged surf line along one
deckled edge of each strip.

Glue the top wave onto the card
overlapping the sky by about 1-1.5cm.
Use pieces of sticky fixer for the next
two waves overlapping each previous
layer by about 1-1.5cm as before. Re-
member to leave a gap with no fixers in
the middle wave near the right hand
edge for inserting the boat into later.

Cut the yellow paper to 193mm wide.
I have ribbled mine to make a rippled

Actual Size
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sand effect but it has to be across the width so
you need a wide ribbler, you can leave it plain if
yours is too narrow. Cut a dip into the top edge
to about half the depth of the piece sloping 
gently down at each side. Glue the sand into
place just above the lower border.

The tree trunk, leaves and hull of the boat 
are all ribbled (direction shown by the black
lines) and it’s easier to feed the whole piece of
paper into the ribbler before cutting. Transfer
them from the diagram on the previous page
onto the coloured paper so all the ribbles will
face the right way. 

You will need twelve pieces of trunk, it looks
more natural if these are slightly different from
each other so draw them freehand if possible
using the diagram as a guide to the correct size. 

Place a piece of tracing paper over the dia-
gram below and trace the sun, sails, flag and 
bottle. These are all cut from plain, not ribbled
paper. Turn the tracing paper over, place each

item over the appropriately coloured paper and
retrace over the lines.

Cut out all the pieces and glue the nose onto
the sun. Cut white oblongs for the label on the
bottle and the name on the boat, stick them into
place and write on the wording. I used my com-
puter to print out the scroll with the wording,
you can draw one instead if you prefer or leave 
it out.

Draw details onto the sun, chest and bottle
using a black or white pen as appropriate. In-
dent the gold ‘treasure’ with lines to resemble
coins using an empty biro or place a piece of
tracing paper over the foil before drawing so 
the tracing paper gets inky not the foil.

Assemble and glue the pieces onto the card
using the diagram below to guide you. For the
palm tree use glue on the back leaves but pieces
of sticky fixer for the trunk and front leaves to
add depth. Tuck the hull of the boat behind the
middle wave before gluing into place. 

Actual Size



In A Spin
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By Wendy Pattison

Materials Required:
An old or unwanted compact disc.
Acrobat clown découpage paper: DC043.
Scraps of brightly coloured or 
holographic paper.
Silver card 4.5cm diameter circle.
Brightly coloured paper 14.5cm x 29cm.
Background paper or holographic paper:
14cm x 14cm.
Standard hold punch.
1 Joggle eye (optional): TRM04.
XL408U: 01 Gold, 04 Red or 08 White.
2 Square outdoor strength sticky fixers.
Sticky fixers and UHU black top glue.
12mm Wide double sided tape: ADH16.

To Make The Cards:
Using a knife and ruler mark out and cut a

1cm strip off the right hand edge of the front
panel to give it a narrow front.

Choose a background paper with the appro-
priate wording for the occasion or use plain 
holographic paper if preferred.

Cut the background paper to 11cm x 11cm
Place the CD onto the paper overlapping it by
the same amount all round. Draw round the 
centre hole to mark the paper beneath. Remove
the disc and cut out an area a little larger then
the marked circle, the exact size or shape is not
important as it won’t show. Note: the other three
cards have a slightly larger background at 12cm
x 13cm, as the greeting is not placed on the card.

Place the CD at the right hand edge of the
front panel overlapping the card by 1cm or so
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and draw a line onto the front panel along the
curve of the disc. Remove the disc and carefully
cut away the marked ‘thumbnail’ shape. Using
double sided tape, stick the background paper
centrally onto the card front. 

Fold the sheet of brightly coloured paper in
half and trim to just a 1mm or so smaller than
the folded card size to make a pretty insert. Run
a line of double sided tape on the paper close 
to the fold (this will be the back), peel and stick
carefully into the card on the inside back panel.

The CD is held in place with outdoor strength
sticky fixers as normal ones are too soft. Leaving
the backing paper on the sticky fixer, position 
the hole in the disc over each in turn and draw
round to mark them with a circle. Cut both fixers
to the marked circle so they fit in the hole. 

Cut a 4.5cm circle from silver card using a
pair of compasses, or by drawing round some-
thing about the right size.

Position the CD onto the front panel of the
card as before, stick one of the cut fixer circles
directly onto the card showing through the hole
in the CD. Stick the second circle exactly over the
top of the first to give the extra depth needed for
the CD to spin freely. Stick the silver circle of
card carefully onto the top of the fixer to hold the
CD in place. The heavier lines towards the centre
of the CD will help you to align it centrally.

Cut out one of the clowns and a present from
the découpage sheet. These are stuck onto the
disc using small pieces of standard sticky fixer

and each fixer needs to be cut into about 8 pieces
before use. The centre disc will support the parts
of the clown which align with it and sticky fixers
must be kept away from this area. 

Place the clown face down over the CD and
positioned correctly (but in reverse) then lightly
mark a rough circle where the centre disc is.
Remove the clown and place pieces of sticky
fixer on the back of the paper as needed avoiding
the marked circle. Make sure you place a fixer
piece behind the eye to make it easier to affix the
joggle eye later. 

Peel off all the backing pieces, turn the clown
over and carefully align it over the CD before
pressing into place. Stick the present onto the CD
using a small piece of sticky fixer. Use glue to
stick the joggle eye over the clown’s printed eye.

The dots are paper punched from holographic
paper or brightly coloured scraps of plain paper.
Run lines of tape across the back of the paper
before punching then peel and stick around the
CD as desired.

Apply the Happy Birthday stickers to the
front of the card and add arrows using a black
pen to show that the disc turns.

You can use this method of attaching the 
disc to the card to make many different looking
designs to suit different recipients. I have shown
two other ideas here. The paper chain children
are paper punched in a circle. The dolphin and
waves are cut from foam. 



Meshing About
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By Julie Nyanyo
I designed these easy to make cross stitch

cards with young and trendy customers in mind
to pick up the theme of cute ‘funky friends’ type
items found all over the place at the moment.

Materials Required:
14 Count plastic mesh: 24 x 24 or 26 x 26 grid. 
Embroidery threads in the colour of your choice.
Plain or patterned coloured paper: 
62mm x 86mm.
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Needle and scissors.
Double sided tape: ADH13.
Card mounts: PS022, White.

To Make The Cards:
Begin by choosing two or three matching or

toning colours of thread for the design then
choose a pretty paper which looks good with
them to use as a background. Cut the paper to
62mm x 86mm and stick neatly into the inset
panel on the front of the card.

Using two strands of embroidery thread 
stitch the design of your choice onto plastic mesh
following the relevant diagram. Use 1 strand of
black thread to stitch the lettering in back stitch.

Stick strips of double sided tape across 
the back of the mesh behind the design area.
Carefully cut round the design leaving one bar 
of mesh around all the stitching.

Peel the backing from the tape and press the
design onto the background paper to finish.



Layered Flowers
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By Pam Goodwin
This group of cards were based on a drawing

I did of an Iris I saw carved in marble inside the
Taj Mahal while on a trip to India. However, a
flower from the garden will work equally well!

The initial technique is similar to ‘Hand
Painted Paper’ in issue 24 of the Craft Creations
magazine.

Materials Required: 
Gold or Silver acrylic paint.
Paint roller.
Piece of hardboard approx. A4.
White paper 11.5cm x 16.5cm.
Cartridge paper A5.
Water soluble ink, various colours.
Pencil with a rubber on the end.
Lightweight, see through fabric.
Fine and coarse netting.
Machine embroidery threads.
Card mount: AP01G-GO-30, White/Gold.

To Make The Card:
For this type of design it is most useful to

make an aperture template, it can be used to
check everything fits inside the aperture and it
doesn’t matter if it gets marked with paint or ink. 

Take a spare AP01G card, cut away
and discard the two side flaps. Use a
sharp pair of scissors to enlarge the aper-
ture by cutting along the gold foiled 
line. You can hold this over the design to
see how everything fits or in cases where
the paint or ink is dry, place it onto the
work and draw round the inside to use 
as a guide.

Using the paint roller, roll out a small
amount of gold or silver paint onto the
smooth side of the hardboard. With the
rubber on the end of a pencil, draw a
flower shape in the wet paint bearing in
mind the size and shape of the aperture 
it is going to fit into.

Above: Gold paint has been used as a base and the
flower drawn onto it whilst still wet. This is covered
with green, blue and purple ink. I placed a piece of fine
purple coloured fabric over the centre of the design 
then covered the whole design with a fine gold fabric
and machined over with purple sparkly thread.
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Place the
white paper
over the design
and gently press
the surface.
Carefully
remove the
print, don’t be
disappointed, it
won’t look very
inspiring at this
stage. Make a
few prints in 
the same way,
re-roll the paint
and re-draw the
design as neces-
sary between
prints.

Dilute some ink and brush over the surface of
the design – try a variety of colour combinations,
if you don’t like some of your results don’t worry

Above: Silver paint used as a base, covered with mauve
and blue ink. Small pieces of fabrics, nets and dazzle
dots have been put under silver transparent fabric then
machined in silver thread.

Above: Gold paint used as a base, covered with pink
and purple ink. This design has been cut away to 
show the magenta organdie fabric at the back. Gold
transparent fabric placed over the front and machine
embroidered in gold thread.

you can usually improve them by cutting and
adding fabrics and netting.

From this
point you can
experiment
even more, all
the results will
be different 
and some may
appeal to you
more than oth-
ers. Allow the
ink and paint 
to dry thor-
oughly before
proceeding.

Option 1.
Add layer of
very fine fabric
in front of the
design, pin the
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layers together outside the aperture area. Set
your sewing machine up for free embroidery 
and just have fun stitching over your design. 
Use a sparkly gold, silver or coloured thread in
the machine to get the best effect. You can also
add smaller pieces of fine fabric in other colours
or with different weaves to give added interest
and texture.

Option 2. Sprinkle a few iridescent dazzle
dots or tiny heart sequins onto the design, not
too many or it will spoil the effect. Add a layer 
of very fine fabric in front of the design. This will
trap the sequins between the fabric and paper,
pin the layers together outside the aperture area
before stitching as above. 

If you like the cut away designs shown, go for
options three, four or five. These are also a good
way of improving on any designs which you are
less than happy with so far. Place your aperture
template over the painted area and draw round
the aperture to use as a guide before cutting. 

Option 3. Use a scalpel to cut out some shapes
from the painted card, ignore the rubber drawn
design underneath and just make any shape you
like, it does not have to be symmetrical. Use a

Above: Silver paint used as a base, covered with pink
and purple ink. This design has also been cut away. A
beautiful sparkly net is placed behind the design to
show through the cut out areas. Purple transparent fab-
ric is placed over the front then machine embroidered 
in silver thread. I have also cut the folded flap of card
behind the design so the light shines through giving a
leaded window effect.

piece of fine glittery netting behind the design 
to show through the cut holes and a very fine
almost see through fabric in front to give the
whole design a pretty sheen. 

Option 4. Cut the shapes from the painted
card as above and use a strong sparkly net
behind the design to accentuate the cut away
areas with an ultra fine mesh or fabric in front 
to add the sheen.

Option 5. As above but cut away the flap
behind the design as well. Combined with a
coarse mesh the light will shine through making
it look like a leaded window. If you use a dark
coloured card, place a white insert inside to
reflect the light. 

I am sure you will be able to think of other
ideas to vary the designs, have fun.



Paper Poppies
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By Debbie Brown

Materials Required:
Scraps of Pink paper.
Silver glitter glue: GLI46
Blue double ended stamens.
Blue Cloud Nine card 8.5cm x 15cm: CN002C.
Straight and deckle edged scissors.
Tracing paper and a pencil.
P.V.A. Craft adhesive: PVA01.
Card mount SF02U-29 Dark Blue.

To Make The Card:
Using the deckled scissors cut the blue panel

to 8cm x 14.5cm and glue centrally onto the front
of the card mount.

Place the
tracing paper
over the dia-
gram of the
petals and bud
on the right and
trace them all. 

Turn the
tracing paper
over onto the
pink card and
retrace over 
the lines to
mark the card
beneath. Move the tracing paper to a blank part
of the card, retrace all the pieces again (except
the bud) then cut them out.

Make each flower as follows using the assem-
bly diagram on the right to help if necessary. 

Turn the pieces over so any pencil lines will
be on the reverse of the finished design. Dab a
little glue onto the pointed ends of pieces 2 and 
3 and place either side of piece 1 overlapping a
little where they meet. Fold the double ended
stamens in half, add a dab of glue as low down
as possible on piece 1 and stick the stamens into
place by the folded ends. Leave piece 4 aside
until later.

Glue the back of each partially assembled
flower in turn and position onto the panel at 
different angles using the photo to guide you.
Place a dab of glue either side of the front petal
(piece 4) and press into place over the stamens 
to complete each flower. Glue the bud into place
a little below centre on the left.

Squeeze out stems
of silver glitter glue
beneath the flowers
and bud, shaping the
top of the bud’s stem
so it hangs down nice-
ly. Allow the glitter
glue to dry thoroughly
before putting into the
envelope.

Actual Size

Actual Size



Felt Friends
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By Sandie Goble
I like to use sticky backed felt or to stick 

photomount onto the back of plain felt (before
cutting) where possible as it is quick and neat,
but note that the felt used for the top set of teeth
and the tongue must not be sticky backed. 

Materials Required:
Tracing paper and pencil.
Carbon paper and a ball point pen.
Sheet of thin card A4 (any colour).
Hobby felt, plain or sticky backed: Purple, Red,
White, Yellow, Green, Orange and Black.
Hi-tack adhesive and Photomount (optional).
Card mount: SF03U-73 Lime Green.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over the diagram and

trace all the pieces. Place the carbon paper over
the sheet of thin card, inky side down, with the
tracing on top. Retrace over the lines to transfer
them to the card then cut out the shapes. Use
these card shapes as templates to draw round
onto the felt, they can be reused many times.

Draw round the templates onto the coloured
felt and cut out all the pieces, remember to use
non sticky backed felt for the top set of teeth and
the tongue. Turn the red oval face down and
draw a line on the backing sheet across the 
centre as shown on the diagram.

Assemble the
design by peeling
and sticking the
pieces onto the card
as follows. If you
are using glue to
stick the felt, just
dot it sparingly over
the pieces so it does
not seep in and
show on the right
side of the work.
1. Begin by sticking
the feet into place
then the sticky 

backed teeth, positioning them so they just over-
lap the tops of the feet. Peel the backing from one
half of the red oval (shown by the marked line),
cut the backing along the line and leave the rest
in place. Stick the
peeled half of the
felt over the teeth
aligning the remain-
ing backing paper
with the straight
line of the teeth. 
2. Lay the top non
sticky set of teeth
onto the card above
the first set (mouth
open) so they line
up with the lower
set. Peel the remain-
ing backing from
the mouth.

1 2
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3. Lift the top of the
red oval to open it
out pressing it into
position over the
top set of teeth. 
4. Fold down the
mouth so it is
closed. Peel the
backing from just
the lower half of 
the face piece, fold
it back and crease
lightly to keep it 
out of the way. 
Stick the face in
place over the teeth
aligning the edge
with the red felt 
on the other side 
of the teeth. 
5. Peel the backing
off completely and
keeping the mouth
closed press the
head down onto 
the card. Note: with

the mouth closed,
the felt will be
pulled away from
the card slightly at
the join, this allows
the mouth to lay
flat. 

Stick on the
‘arms’, the lower
ends should butt
against the face or
teeth where they
touch.

Stick the tongue
in using a strip of
photomount along the top edge or by gluing it
into place. Stick on the eyes and cut tiny circles
of felt for the pupils and nostrils.

Decorate the dragons’ arms and head with 
triangles of felt in a contrasting colour. These
should be hand cut as little differences will add
individuality. The triangles on the ‘arms’ get
gradually smaller as they go down. Lay them in
place to see if you are happy with them before
peeling and sticking them on. 

3

4

5

Actual Size



Wedded Bliss
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By Jenny Kearley
When I first saw the new Gold Label design of a

wedding couple and stone arch I instantly imagined just
how lovely it would look embossed onto parchment. 
Of course as you work on one idea, your mind is often
wandering along thinking of all sorts of other ideas -
hence the flower arch version on the following page. 

Materials Required:
Gold Label sticker: XL464U-02, Silver.
Tracing paper 10cm x 12cm: TR002.
White paper 6cm x 9cm.
Brown card 5cm x 8cm.
Embossing tool and mat.
Watercolour pencil set.
Blender pen or small paintbrush.
Sharp craft knife and cutting mat.
Sticky fixers and P.V.A. craft adhesive.
Card mount: SF08M-83, Quartz.

To Make The Card:
Peel the arch and stones from the backing sheet and

stick carefully onto the tracing paper. Peel and stick the
couple onto the tracing paper as well. Positioning of the
items on the tracing paper is not important as they will
be cut out later, cut them apart from each other now
leaving plenty of space around the pieces.

You can use any pencils, paint or felt tips for the
colouring but I have used watercolour pencils. They 
are easy to use and the blender pen is particularly use-
ful for blending the colours smoothly into one another
after they have been applied to the tracing paper. If you
are using watercolour pencils for the first time, try out
different methods and see what works best for you. I
have described my method in detail so you can follow
this if desired.

The numbers inside the arch on the sample (follow-
ing page) show each step for colouring the arch. 

1. Begin by colouring each section of the whole arch
lightly in deep cadmium yellow, don’t over-colour just 
a light covering is fine. 2. Use the blender pen to spread
the colour fairly evenly over the whole brick. 3. Add a
strip of burnt yellow ochre to the central area of each

stone and 4. Gently blend the ochre into
the yellow. If you over-blend at this stage
you will end up with an even, orangey
sort of colour, but for stone a patchy sort
of look is better so try not to blend too far.
5. Add a line on gunmetal grey along the
top and left hand edge of each stone in 
the arch to give a shading effect. 6. Using
the blender pen, gently blur the grey line
to soften the edges, but don’t blend it
across the rest of the stone. Of course each
stone should be a little different from the
others and once the work is embossed 
the colour will improve (see 7).
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Now colour the pebble stones round the arch, the 
outer numbers show these steps. 1. The large stones 
are coloured using random squiggles of blue grey and
gunmetal grey on each. 2. Blur the colours using small
movements of the blender pen to give it a patchy look, 
if the colour becomes too even the look is less realistic. 3.
On larger bricks add a couple of squiggles of black, don’t
overdo it though. 4. Blend the black in by blurring it to
give a patchy look again. The colour and patchy effect
will improve after embossing (see number 5).

The smaller stones are worked in the same way using
the two greys, and little or in some cases, no black. Vary
the positions of the greys to ensure a random effect. Once
you are happy with the colouring, place the arch face
down on the embossing mat and gently emboss each
stone of the wall and arch. Carefully cut around the arch
and wall right up to the label leaving no tracing paper
showing around it.

Glue the brown card onto the card mount placing it
centrally from side to side with the top approx. 4cm from
the top edge. Place quarter size pieces of sticky fixer on
the back of the pebble wall, position the arch over the
card aligning the lower inside corners of the pillars with
the bottom of the brown card.

Colour the groom’s suit using the gunmetal pencil 
and blend it smooth with the blender pen. Add the crease
lines at the bend in the arm using gunmetal again but
don’t blend. Add a line of gunmetal in areas where you
want a shadow, drag the blender pen lightly over the line
using small downward movements to soften.

Colour the faces, shirt, hair and ribbons in colours of
your choice then place the couple face down on the
embossing mat and gently emboss the flowers, bow and
ribbons. Emboss the dress using light downward strokes

following the flowing lines. Use a little
more pressure and downward strokes 
to emboss the veil so it stands out more
than the dress.

Dab a little glue on the back of the 
tracing paper all round the outer edge 
of the couple just behind the label edge
and stick them onto a piece of white
paper. Once the glue has dried, trim
around the label cutting through the
tracing and white paper. Sticky fix the
couple into place in the arch. 
Above: I made a tracing paper arch with a trel-
lis effect and decorated it with flowers from
XL462U sheet of stickers. The dress and veil
are perforated with a delicate pattern using a
flower tool and I used some rainbow mulberry
paper with heart and dove paper punches to
make the coloured paper confetti shapes.
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By Irene Ace
I came up with this idea for using Gold Label

stickers layered over découpage prints as I do
not have the patience to do them as proper 3D
pictures. 

Anyone using peel off stickers will soon find
they have a collection of part used sheets with an
interesting assortment of items left on them. It’s
just a matter of finding items which compliment
the découpage picture and cover the printed
image. The possibilities are endless, enjoy!

You will also need a card mount to fit the
découpage paper, a little tracing (TR003) or
parchment paper, colouring pencils, watercolour
pencils or parchment paints. An embossing mat
and tool. Some glue is needed and sticky fixers
are useful if you want to add a little more depth.

Apply the selected item onto tracing paper,
use paint or pencils to colour within the sticker

area and cut round the item. Emboss lightly to
make the item stand out and stick into place
using a dab of glue round the edges.
Dog: This is DC067 in an AP48 card. The flowers
and leaves were from different bits of an XL029U
sheet, there are similar bows on XL010U.
Bunny: This is DC062 in an AP48 card. There is a
similar butterfly on XL080 and similar flowers on
XL465. The leaves are
from XL146 and bow is
from an XL315 sheet.
Clown: This is DC118 in
an AP04 card. The roses
are from XL088. Similar
butterfly, bow and flow-
ers can be found on the
sheets mentioned above.
There are tiny filled but-
terflies on XL471 which
could be used as an
alternative to the bees.
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By Adela Davis

Materials Required:
White paper 55mm x 75mm.
Deckle edge scissors.
A pencil or pen.
25cm Length of 7mm wide Red ribbon.
An oval offcut in Cream.
Dry transfer lettering or stickers.
Sequin stars: SEQ46.
Double sided tape: ADH13.
UHU Glue (black top): ADH01.
Card mount: SF03U-20, Parchment Green.

To Make The Card:
If you are using dry transfer lettering place

the wording first as it’s easier to rub down with-
out the other bits and pieces in the way.

Cut the white oblong of paper to 50mm x
70mm using deckle edge scissors. Roll the deck-
led paper round a pencil or pen, use a small
piece of double sided tape just under the end 
in the centre to stop it unrolling.

Tie the ribbon round the rolled paper and
make a bow. Trim the
ends to length and cut
inverted ‘V’s in the ends
if desired. 

I have stitched the
scroll onto the offcut to
ensure it stays in place,
but a small piece of dou-
ble sided tape will hold
it quite firmly. 

Use UHU black top
glue to stick the sequins
onto the offcut then glue
or tape the offcut cen-
trally onto the card
mount.

I have used peel off
stars and lettering on the
second version. The peel

off stickers can be added before or after
the other pieces.

As you peel non-metallic stickers,
(black, red, green etc.) from the sheet
they can build up a static charge. On
small items this does not notice, but
wording can be hard to place, tending to
‘jump’ toward the card as it gets near. 

To prevent this, slip the point of a
craft knife blade under the centre of the
sticker and leave sticky side up on the
worktop for a few minutes. The static
will discharge and you can simply turn
the knife over and hold above the card
to position. Lower the knife and sticker
onto the card and gently slip the blade
out. This is an easy method for applying
all stickers and is particularly good on
small pieces.
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Designer Profile
If you had met and

talked with me five years
ago I would have laughed
if you had told me that
today I would be making
craft cards and selling
them via the internet.

I was
born and
grew up
in New
Zealand – the sixth of seven
children – in a small farming
community. Making do and
having an interest in knitting
and crochet were all part of
family life and these skills car-
ried through into adulthood.

When I was 20 I left home
and spent some eight months 
in Indonesia before moving to
Sydney, Australia where I set-
tled with my husband Alfred
and we now have four sons.

About four years ago my 
sister Linda visited from New
Zealand and whilst in Sydney

gave me a lesson in quilting
along with a small project - to
make a picture of a cat using
fabric and a ‘quilt by number’
method called foundation 
piecing. 

What was to have been a
quick lesson turned out to be 
an interest that I could not put
aside and I soon found myself
looking around for small quilt-
ing projects to do. It was not
long before my sister (Linda
again) introduced me to making
quilted fabric blocks suitable for
placement in greeting cards.

Different ideas for cards
soon flowed as I began to make
them for family and friends and
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also sold them
at craft markets.
The idea of mak-
ing a business 
of selling craft
cards with fabric
inserts began to
form in the back
of my mind. 

So with the
help of my son
David, a com-
puter scientist, 
a website was
developed and
launched in 
June 2000.
www.kalikokottage.com -
greeting cards with a quilting
difference, was born.

After 12 months the web-
site was going well with the
customer base gradually

building and sales figures in-
creasing but it was still very
much a part time business.
Statistics behind the scenes
revealed visits to the site as
well as enquiries from all
around the world.

David and myself manage
the website from Sydney but
Linda is an important link in
the business and it is she who
provided the designs for a
number of cards available on
the website. 

As well as greeting cards, 
I also make bookmarks and
gift tags. Quilting is the main
theme of all the cards with 
the use of all sorts of fabrics.
Most will also have some sort
of embellishment, from basic
quilting stitches to ribbon
flowers, lace and silk ribbon 

http://www.kalikokottage.com
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embroidery. Colours play 
an important part in every
design.

Five years ago I would not

have dreamt of making cards,
let alone selling them on the
web – it will be interesting 
to see where the next five
years lead!
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  Letters
Here is another selection of your lovely letters

and pictures of your work. Please continue to send
in all your comments on any craft related subject
and of course on the magazine as we always enjoy
reading them. Please try to include a sample or
photo so they can be included in the magazine.

Newquay, Cornwall, TR8

Dear All,

We are six ladies of mature years (well past our ‘sell by’ date), who get
together once a week for a craft day. We all make cards in different
mediums but we were most smitten by the ‘Pinhole Pattern’ by Vi
Lawrence in issue 27 at Christmas.

We all had a go and were very pleased with the results. Just by adding 
a peel off, piece of ribbon or a flower we all achieved different cards. 

Now the sixty four dollar question - is there a book of pinhole work we
can purchase or are you featuring any more in the near future? Thank
you once again for stimulating the old grey matter.

June Harris. 

We often get letters or enquiries about pinhole designs, they are obviously
popular with very many readers. 
The answer is we do have more designs for the magazine in the pipeline so look
out for them. We also now stock three lovely books on the subject as follows:
HB039 - Embroidery on Paper, Contains 30 patterns which you can cut out
and prick through, many occasions are covered. No tracing required.
HB043 - Embroidery on Paper with vellum. Small motif patterns, most of
the cards are embossed as well. Tracing required. intermediate level.
HB044 - A thicker book with lots of designs covering all sorts of occasions,
also includes borders and edges. Tracing required.

Fort william, Inverness-Shire, PH33
Dear Friends,
I just wanted to write in and say how much the 
magazine has helped me through the days since my
loving dog ‘Grain’ died.
My friend gave me your magazine
three months ago and I was
thrilled with all those beautiful
hand made cards and wondering
whether I could make one myself.
I used some stamps my brother
sent and made a birthday card,
I am very proud of my first try. 
Moira Hanson.

Fishponds, Bristol,
BS16

Dear Jane,

I work in a girls boarding
school as a matron 
in one of the boarding
houses. I taught my
house to do quilling and some of the chinese girls are
absolutely excellent at it, I can learn a lot from them. 

Here is a picture of me teaching two of the boarders,
they have made many quilling cards and now it is fun 
to see what they invent.

Ginny Adams.

Weston-Super-Mare, Somerset, BS23

Dear Jenny & Paul,

I very much admire silhouette or
Scherenschnitt (as it is called in
Switzerland) cutting and was very
interested to see the articles on this
subject in recent Craft Creations 
magazines.

However, the real reason for my letter
is that I was wondering if you have
ever considered a children’s page in the
magazine. Over the years I have had
craft sessions at my home for young
people and find they love making cards,
and they especially love colouring in 
peel off stickers. I enclose a few to 
illustrate my point.

Cynthia (Newall) Brown.

We think this is a lovely idea. If your 
children have made some cards, choose
the best of them and send them in to us. If we get enough
to fill a page (or more) we will show them in a future 
magazine. Please send the child’s name and age and an
SAE if you would like the card returned.

Wick, Caithness, KW1

Dear People at Craft Creations,

I thought you might like to see
the card I made using one of your
silhouette peel off sheets.

It’s a very simple backing of 
rainbow paper, the stickers are
fixed to tracing paper over the
rainbow paper, anchors and 
a Happy Birthday greeting 
decorate the front.

I used some of the ‘left over’
bits for the water and even
managed to get a couple of
birds from tiny bits (typical
thrifty Scot)! Thank you for 
a wonderful magazine and 
best wishes to you all.

Janet Adam.

Lovely seagulls, it took us a while to spot which ‘left over’ pieces you used to
make them from, they are really a very effective addition to the design.



Right: 
Janet Davies,
Nottinghamshire.
Pre-cut foam
shapes have been
used for the girl,
wool for her hair
and labels for 
decoration.
Centre Left:
Jeanette Norman,
Hampshire.
Computer printed
background with a
wire girl dressed in
vivelle, the bottle,
glasses and ‘party’
are sequins.
Right: Mrs N.Brixey,
Bedfordshire. Mobile
phone painted on 
card with dimensional
paint, aerial is a match.
Left: Joanne Morris,
Merseyside. This CD
was painted using
glass paint which I
have over-stamped 
and embossed with 
the words, numbers
and balloons. Narrow
braid in a variety of
colours is wound from
the centre for the
colour bands and the
whole thing is backed
by holographic foil.

Gallery
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Above: Jean Credland, Yorkshire. 
Space design using sequin fabric behind
the aperture, holographic space ship, 
glitter card alien head with foil eyes and
glitter glue nose and mouth. Stars and
words are Goldlabel stickers.

Above: Kathryn Power, Lancashire.
A fun design using pompoms, card
horns and tail, pipe cleaners and
Gold Label words.

Right: Victoria Grinham, Leeds. 
The CD case of this cross stitch design 
is a little pocket which allows coins or a
small gift to be sent with the card.

Above: Liz Gale, Berkshire. Teenager
made of fimo with wire hair. Foam word-
ing and foiled music around the edge, 
an elastic bead bracelet trims the fold.
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Above Centre: Alison Lannon, Hertfordshire.
Glass painted design on acetate using Gold

Label stickers as an outline.
Above: Kikue Hudson,
Derbyshire. The racing 
theme paper was created 
on a computer some of 
which I have used as a 
background, then I have
added two panels of card,
one chequered offset panel
with another card panel 
over the top with the folded
design on. The car and 
words are raised using foam
pads for even more depth.

Left: Barbara Clifford,
Gloucester. Rubber stamped
design with edge effect 
created with daubers over-
stamped with streamers 
and flowers. Clothes were
stamped on spare card and
covered with fine fabrics
before being cut out and 
layered over the first image.

Above: Marie Louise Dalton, Lancs.
Hand cut aperture trimmed with 
shocking pink paper with computer
printed wording. The party pictures are
printed from the computer, threaded
onto elastic with bead dividers, label
decoration and trimming.

Left: Marion James, London. 
CD background with music labels.

Bottom Left: Cathy Male, West Sussex. Brick 
background paper
with hand drawn
board, coloured 
fruit net and rubber
stamped ball, these 
are layered on foam 
to give depth.
Left: 
Angela Holdsworth, 
North Yorkshire. 
An old CD surround-
ed by music notes.
Right: Estelle
Mallalieu, North
Yorkshire. Party outfit
and balloons are cut
from card with sticker
hearts and words.
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Gallery

Above: Barbara
Burling-Perkins.
Pretty Beadwork
frame around some
Goldlabel wording
worked on card with
layered panels of
card and mulberry
paper.
Centre: Karen Coull,
Edinburgh. 
I made a card like
this for my friends
birthday. It has a 
rubber stamped mes-
sage and numbers 
on silver netting and
the silver panel is
star embossed with 
a roller.
Above Left: Eifiona
Davies, Wales. Paper
and sequin back-
ground with foam
shirt trimmed with
paint and a sticker.
Left: Angie Betts,
Devon. The cake 
is glass painted on
acetate, cut out and
hung from strung
beads. The wording
is foiled over glue.

Above: Gina Browne, Lincolnshire.
Great design for a horse mad
teenager made from stickers with
extra grass detail. Centre opening
front is made by folding the two
outer panels in half.

Above Centre: Bernadette Wilshaw, Staffs.
This card was made for my son who plays
the Saxophone in a jazz orchestra as well
as other bands. The music and `band’ are
from clip art on the computer and the
small notes are peel off stickers.
Above: Liz Cranfield, Pembrokeshire.
Printed parchment cut into panels, some
mounted onto silver and sticky pads, 
interconnected by threaded beads on wire.
Below: Grace Kirk, Sheffield. 
Pretty handbag opens up allowing you 
to include a special note or small gift, 
decorated with paper punched flowers 
and jewels. Background is photocopied
music edged with glitter glue.
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Above: Ruth Hopwood, Cheshire.
Music background paper overlaid
with goldlabel panels.

Left: Trish Brooks, Hampshire. 
The CD’s are made from holographic
card and the track suit is taken from a
catalogue. All the wording and music
is done using stickers.

Left: M.Edwards, Hampshire. 
Folded paper and cut paper boats 
with tissue clouds and sea. Border
around aperture created with labels.
Below: Mavis Wright, Oxfordshire. 
A page from the highway code makes
an excellent background for the car 
cut out. Number and L plates made 
by hand with label wording and keys.

Above: Lynda Brind,
Cumbria. The "Jeans”
pocket has been
stitched to fit the card,
the tab says UR13.
Pocket is left open at
the top to take a gift.
Right: Eliza Menteith,
Ross-shire. I have
made a knitted top
with folded denim for
the skirt and a hair tie
makes the belt.
Below: Ann Williams,
Conwy. Background 
is silver and blue 
card cut with wave
scissors, wave details
added with glitter
glue, with silhouette
stickers for the surfboards.

Left: Anne Forrest, Somerset. 
This design uses holographic stickers
presented in apertures cut in a strip 
of card over a Mulberry panel edged
with gold stickers.
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